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Control systems of the plasma position and shape on Doublet III

are explained and experimental results of vertical stability of elongated

plasmas are reviewed. Observed results of the vertical instability are

qualitatively compared with the predictions from the simplified model

and quantitatively compared with the numerical calculations based on

a more realistic model. Experiments are in reasonable agreement with

the theoretical analyses.
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ダプレットEにお砂るJ/l円形プラズ?の位置安定性の

実験とその解併 (IAEA INTORワークシaップフ品

イズDAへの日本からの寄与. .fI~系グループ〕

日本原子力研究所東海研究所大型トカマク開発郎

織清英明

(19例年3月29日受理}

ダプレット置のプ予ズマ位・.及び.形状の制御システムを脱明し.非円形プ予ズ?の

垂直位置安定性の実敏結果を帽告する.垂直位a不安定伎の観樹結集は.簡易モデルによ

る予測と定性的に比岐し.また.より現実に近いモデルによる敵値肘算と定量的に比航さ

れた。実敏結果は，思崎予捌と良いー散を示している.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A dee-ahaped plasma nay have attractive properties for future

tokamak reactor* [1]. Control of the plasma shape and position is one

of most Important techniques in thet« devices, because vertical elongation

make the plasma 'subject to axisysssstiric positional instability. The

positional instability of elongated plasmas has been studied by many

authors [2,3] and has been observed in serveral laboratories [4-7].

This report reviews the recent progresses of the vertical stability

experiment on Doublet HE. Plasmas with surface elongations of up to

1.8 have been stably produced in the upper lobe of Doublet HI tokamak

with the use of both passive and act,we controls [6]. The growth rates

of vertical instability have been measured for plasmas with various

elongation, triangularity, other plasma parameters [9]. The measured

growth rates are compared qualitatively with the predictions of a

simplified model [10] which is based on the relationship between the

decay index of the externally applied field and the passive stabilization

effect due to eddy currents, and also compared quantitatively with those

obtained from numerical calculations based on a more realistic model [11]

which utilizes a linear perturbation treatment [12] of the plasma equi-

librium.

Section 2 describes the control techniques of the plasma shape and

plasma position in Doublet 3H and also presents how to determine the

plasma shape experimentally and numerically. The definitions of the

parameters of the plasma shape are described in this Section. Section 3

presents the results of the vertical stability experiments: the growth

rates of vertical instability and their trends as well as the breakdown

of the active feedback control. Section 4 presents qualitative and

- 1 -
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A dee-.haped pl・-岡田昌yhave attract1ve propert1eo for future 

tokamak reactor. [1]. 白 ntrolof the plo.ma 8h8pe and poo1t10n 18 one 

of Il1O・t111¥port・ntt量chn1quel1n th由・・ dev1ce8. beCaU8e vert1cal elongat1on 

make the pll.皿 'aubjectto ax1s~'町点tr1c p081t1onal 1notab111ty. The 

poa1t1onal 1notab1l1ty clf elonglted pl・8ma8hlo been otud1ed by many 

authoro (2.3] and has bE!en observ~d 1n oerveral laborator1eo (4-7]. 

Th1s report rev1ew自 therecent progresoeo of the vert1cal stab!l1ty 

exper111¥ent on Doublet DI. Plasmas wita surface elongations of up tQ 

1.8 have been stably produced 1n th(~ upper lobe of Doublet m toltamak 

w1th the use of both pass1ve and act止すecontrols (8]. The growth ratElo 

of vert1cal 1nstab111ty have been messured for plaoUI w1th var10uI 

elongat10l¥. tr1angular1ty. other p18oma por..meterl [9]. The陣 alured

growth rateo are comp凪redqu~litlt1vely w1th the pred1ct10n8 of a 

s1mpl1fied model (10] wh1ch 1o baacd on the relat1onah1p between the 

decay 1ndex of the externally appl1ed field and the paoo1ve otab111zat:10n 

effect due to eddy currenta. and also compar'ed quant1tat1vely w1th those 

obta1ned fr咽 nu回目calcalculat10na based on 8 more realist1c即 del(11J 

wh1ch ut11ize目 al1near perturbatj，on treat臨 nt(12] of the plasrna equ1・

1ibri皿.

Sect10n 2 descr1bes the control techn1ques of the plasma shape a[]d 

plasma posit10n in Doublet :m and al.!:¥o presents how to determine the 

plasma shape experimentally and numer1cal1y. The def1n1t1ons of the 

parameters of the plasma shape are described 1n thls Section. Sectlon 3 

presents the results of the vertical stab111ty exper1ments: the growth 

rates of vert1cal instabil1ty 8[]d the1r trends as well as the breakdown 

of the act1ve feedback control. Section 4 presents qua11tat1ve and 
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quantitative analyses of the aeasurements. Finally, major results are

sunaarixed In Section 5.

- 2 -
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quantitative analy.e~ of the国 a.ure臨 nt・Fln&lly，回jOI re圃ultsare 

summarized ln Sectlon 5. 
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2. CONTROL AND SHAPING STUDY ON DOUBLET 01

2.1 Plasma Equilibrium Control System

The Doublet HI tokamak and equilibrium control system arc described

In detail in Refs [13,14]. The essential control systems relevant to this

vork are briefly presented here [14].

The fundamental concept of the Doublet HI field shaping system is

direct and local control of the boundary poloidal flux distribution.

By use of an MHD code [15], the plasma equilibrium flux surfaces are

sufficiently determined if the poloidal distribution of magnetic flux

on the plasma boundary and one or two parameters of the plasma current

profile are known. From MHD code studies of a desired configuration> one

can find the boundary flux values that need to be established at the flux

measuring loops in Fig. 1. These flux values can then be produced in a

shot by control of the 24 field-shaping coils (F-coll). Since the

F-coils are only about 0.2 a slO cm from the plasma edge, an F-coil stay

be considered to individually control the local plasma boundary flux as

•easured on the one turn flux loop attached to its front face. The close

proximity of the F-coils also minimizes the required Ampere-turns in the

coils and the forces on them. The 1.0 MA dee (Fig. 1) requires only 0.6

MA-turns (< 10 kA shaping supply current) in the field-shaping system.

A typical electrical connection of the poloidal field system is

shown in Fig. 2. Each F-coil is wound in two 29 turn halves with the

center at a virtual voltage zero. Active power supplies are connected

at this virtual voltage zero to minimize the terminal potential, although

the supplies can float to 30 kV. All 96 coil leads are brought out to a

patch panel where copper bus is used to vary the connection scheme. About

two hours are needed to make a major configuration change. The F-coil

- 3 -
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2.1 Plaamo Equ111br1u咽 cロntrolSyotcm 
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ln 'detall 1n Refo [13.14}. Th由世圃acnt1alcontrol eystcms relevant to thls 

work are brl曲目ypreaented he~e [14). 

The funda田 nt81concept of the Doublet m f1eld shap1ng system 1s 

d1rect and 10ca1 contr01 of the boundary p0101da1 f1ux dls~rlbutlon. 

By uae of an聞 Dcode (15). the plaa田町u1l1br1四日間 au~faces are 

sufflclently determ1ned 1f the po101da1 dl目trlbut10nof magnetlc flux 

on the p1asma boundary and one or two parametera of the p1aama current 

profl1e are known. From HHD code・tudlelof a dealred conflgu~atlon. onc 

can flnd the boundary flux v・1ue・thatneed to be 8atabl1shed at the flux 

融制urlngloop圃 lnF1g. 1. 羽1.・eflux va1uea can then be produced 111 a 

ahot by contr01 of the 24 f1eld帽 ahaplngcoll圃 (F-col1). Slnce the 

F-col1s are cnly about 0.2 a ~10 cm from the plsa回 edge.an F-col1 may 

be cons1dered to lndlvld岨 11ycontrol the loca1 p1aama boundary flux 8O 

.eaaured on the one turn flux locp att8ched to lta front face. The cloae 

proxim1ty of th邑 F-colla alao由lnl・lzeathe requlred Amper曲目turnsln the 

col1a and the forces on them. The 1.0 MA dee (Flg. 1) requlrea only 0.6 

MA-turns (三 10kA shaplng oupply current) ln the fleld-ahaplng oystem. 

A typlca1 e1ectrlca1 connectlon of the p0101dal fle1d oystem Is 

shown ln Flg. 2. Each F-col1 Is wound ln two 29 turn ha1ves wlth the 

center at a vlrtual v01tage zero. Actlve power supplleo are connected 

at thls vlrtua1 v01tage zero to adn1mize the term1na1 potentla1. a1though 

the supp11es can f10at to 30 kV. Al1 96 col1 1eads are brought out to a 

patch pane1 where cop~er bus la used to vary the connectlon scheme. About 

two hours are neιded to田 kea回 jorconf1g町 atlonchange. The F-col1 
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system is inductively .decoupled from the ohmic heating coil (E-coil) by

virtue of the spatial distribution of the E-coll windings the E/F turns

ratio (60.5/58) and the connection of the F-coiln to the E-coil.

In ths early phase of the shot, the F-coil currents are established

mainly as Inductive images of the plasma current, in close analogy with

the action of a copper shell. The centering vertical field is inductively

established by the series choke L on the inner coils. However, since

the L/R time of the F-coils is about 0.24 sec and the shot duration is

longer than 1 sec, the F-coils must also be actively driven. The power

supplies basically serve thi3 resistive compensation function. Their

voltage programs are derived from direct feedback requlation of fluxes

for the inside F-coils. Actively driven F-coils are also needed for

precise positioning of the plas.aa inside the limltur aperture (e.g.,

radial position control), for aspects of the boundary flux control that

depend'strongly on the time evolving plasma current profile (e.g., if>6 in

the doublet), and unnatural features of the configuration (e.g., divertors).

The Doublet II vacuum vessel is made of two layers and one strength-

ening corrugation of 1.5 mm Inconel with no Insulating breaks. The re-

sistance of the vessel is 0.25 mft. On the discharge flattop the vessel

current is about 8 kA and has negligible effect. At breakdown, (with

50 V per turn) the vessel current is 200 kA and has an appreciable

shaping effect In the early phase of shots. The flux penetration time

of the vessel is 1 msec.

For precise position control, the small distance between the flux

loops (Fig. 1) and the limiter make possible accurate local linear

extrapolations of the boundary flux from the flux loops to the limiter

using the flux gradient measured by the local magnetic probes or partial

Rogowski coils. Various analog circuits have been constructed based on

JAERI-M 84・077

。ay・tem18 1nduct1ve1y ，decoup1ed from the ohm1c heat1ng coil. (E-coil) by 

v1rtue of the sp・tia1d1atr1but10n of the E-c011 windings thc E/F turns 

ratlo (60.5/58) 'and tbe connectlon of th日 F-coilllto thc E-coi1. 

ln the ear1y ph.ae of the・hot，the F-coil currents are cstBblished 

凪・1n1ya・induct1ve 1皿.gelof the plalma current， in clos由 BnB10gywith 

the act10n of a copper abe11. The eentering vert1ca1 field is inductive1y 

establ1・hedby the series choke L.. on the lnner col1s. However. slnce 
v 

tbe L/R time of the F-coil日 1sabout 0.24 sec and the shot durat10n is 

10nger than 1 sec. the F-c011s must a1so be 8ct1ve1y driven. The power 

suppl1es bas1cal1y serve th1s res~.at1ve compenaat1on funct10n. The1r 

v01tage programs are derived from direct feedback requlat10n of f1uxes 

for the 1naide F-c011・Act1vd1ydriven F-co111 are a1・oneed圃dfor 

prec1ae poa1tioning of the p1・・温 inlide the 11mitlr aperture (e.8.， 

radial po・1t1oncontro1)， for a・pectlロfthe boundary f1ux contrロ1that 

dep回 d・atrong1yon the tit腿 ev01v1ngp1a.ma eurr~nt prof11e (e.g.. ~6 in 

the doublet). and unnatura1 featurea of the conf1guration ω.g・・ divertors) • 

The Doub1et D[ vacuum vease1 1s made of two 1ayer・andone strength-

eoing corru伊 tionof 1.5 um lncone1 with no in.u1ating breaka. The re-

s1・tanceof the ve圃ae11s 0.25 mO. on the diacharge f1attop the vessel 

C町 rentis about 8 kA and has neg1igib1e effect. At breakdown. (w1th 

50 V per turn) the vessel current 1s 200 kA and has an apprec1able 

shap10g effect 1n the ~ar1y phase of shots. The f1ux penetrat10n ti臨

of the vesse1 1s 1 msec. 

For precise posit1on contro1. the sma11 distance between the f1ux 

100ps (Fig・1)and the limiter make possib1e accurate 1oca1 11near 

extrapo1atioos of the boundary f1ux from the f1ux 100ps to the 11miter 

using the flux grad1ent田 asuredby the 10ca1回 gnetlcprobe自 orpart1a1 

Roga官skicoi1s. Various ana10g circuits have been constructed based on 

-4-
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this technique. A signal RPA [1$ computes the distance between the

outer plasma surface and the outer limlio; near coil 8A by dividing

the difference in extrapolated liraitor fluxes (t^IM - \j)\m) by Clio

flux gradient near coll 8A. RPA is uaed to feedback t-cgulato the radial

position of deea and diverted plasmas.

The vertical position was derived from computer experiments [17].

The MHD code was used to simulate singlet equilibria in the upper half

of the vessel with various vertical distances Z from the midplane. From

the computed magnetic probe slngals the expression:

2 . 30 cm ( » 3*A - » 1 2 A ) + 70 cm (1)
P MP 34A K '

was derived, and constructed in an analog circuit. The radial position

and vertical position of the plasma are regulated to t 0.5 cm.

The capabilities of the shaping power supplies are summarized in

Table 1. The line-commutated rectifiers are commercial units. The

chopper power supplies are built at GA laboratory and have been

described elsewhere [I8j.

The feedback control electronics consists of NIM packaged differ-

ential amplifier nodules, analog divider modules, summing amplifier

modules, and waveform generators (W.G.). The bandwidth of all the

control electronics exceeds 10 kHz. The waveform generators provide

a D/A conversion from a 128 word memory, generally clocked at a 10

msec/address rate. The memories are loaded from the control computer

via interactive graphic software on a Tektronix storage display terminal.

In this way, arbitrary waveforms can be specified for a boundary flux,

radial position or any control variable. Waveform generators also

control the plasma current waveform and the gas puffing system throughput -

The tining system for triggering the power supplies on or off, triggering

- 5 -
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th1s techn1que. A s勾na1RPA (1句 cc町 utesthe diatnncc bctwccn thc 

outer plas醐・urfaceand th帽 outerUm1to': nCllr col1 8A by d1v1d1ns 

LIM.LIM 
the d1ffcrence 1n由xtrapolatedl1mit白rfluxc圃{ゆ0 ・ゆ;.")by ch白

f1ux grad1ent ne・rc011 8A. RPA 1圃 U曲cdto fccdback l"白gulllt白 thoradinl 

po圃1t10nof dee・anddiverted plasmA9. 

Thc vert1cal poaitlon was derived from computer experiment9 [U]. 

The HHD code was used to simulate singlet equi11bria 1n the upper ha1f 

of the vesse1 wlth various vertical distances Z_ from the m1dplane. From 
p 

the computed回 gnet1cprobe s1ngals the expres・10n:
即 34A・即 12Az ・30cm ( ' K  .~.. ) + 70 cm (1) 

HP 34A 

was der1ved， nnd construct由d1n ・nanolog c1rcul.t. The rad1al poa1tion 

and vertical p081tlon of the pls8ma are regulatcd to t 0.5 cm. 

Thl' cap・bilitielof the shllplng power 8uppl1es are・ummarized1n 

Tab1e 1. The l1ne-commutated rectlflers are co直腸rcla1unlta. 百1e

chopper power 8uppl1ea Ilre built at GA laboratory and have been 

d豊田cribedellewhere (1句.

百噌 feedbsckcontrol electronics consists of NIM packaged differ-

ent1a1 amp11f1er aodules， an.l08 d1v1der modules， suu圃 1ngamplif1er 

回 dulea，and waveform generators (W.G.). The bandw1dth of al1 the 

contr01 e1ectronlcs exceeds 10 kHz. The waveform generators prov1de 

a D/A convera10n from a 128 word memory， generally clocked at a 10 

回目/addressrate. 百睡眠mor1esare loaded from the control computer 

v1a 1nteract1ve graph1c software on a Tektron1x storage display terminal. 

In th1s way， arbitrary waveforms can be spec1fied for a boundary flux， 

radlal pos1tion 01." any control var1able. Waveform generators also 

control tbe plasma current waveform and tbe gas puffing system throughput. 

The tiadng system for tr1ggering the po百'ersuppl1es on 01." off， trigger1ng 
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the waveform generators! or relay closures is built on two levels. The

highest level distributes ASCII encoded event triggers around the

facility. A second level timing station in housed in n CAMAC crat-.e

and consists of a timing receiver to decode the master event triggers

and one or more JORWAY 220-A delay generators. All timing settings are

done through the control computer.

Figure 3 illustrates the control scheme of a dee shaped plasma with

indicating the feedback signals. The elongation is primarily controlled

by the F1A coil through its effect on the poloidal flux values ratio

<p,J'Pl/,- Fine adjustments in the elongation are carried out with the

F6B, FIB, F2B coils by changing the relative values of the poloidal

magnetic flux (iJO. The five F-coils (1A, IB, 2B, 6B, 7B) are used as

the shaping coils to produce a strong pulling force from the bottom.

Two F-coils (SA and 11A) are used to balance the pulling force from the

top. The radial position is regulated by four outside F-coils (6A,

7A, SA, 9A). The vertical position is controlled by the upper coils,

10A and 12A.

In study of the effect of the plasma current profile, the current

density profile is varied by changing the plasaa current, toroidal field

strength and electron density. The flat current profile is achieved

under the condition of: the plasma current I - 600 kA, the toroidal

field B - 15 kG and the electron density nfi - 2 x 10
13 cm"3 without

sawtooth oscillations. In these discharges, the internal inductance [19]

has a value of 8. » 1.0-1.3. The peaked current profile is achieved

under a condition of: I - 400 kA, B_ - 24 kG and n • 5 x 1013 cm"3

with sawtooth oscillations. In these discharges, the internal induct-

ance has a value of £. - 1.8-2.1. Since there is no direct measurement

of the internal inductance, the value of the internal Inductance is

- 6 -
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the waveform generator，a. or relay C108ure8 18 bu1H on two lcvc18. Th巴

h1gh曲目tlevel d1str1butel ASCII encoded event tr1gg白r'S 且roundthc 

fac111ty. ^ aecond 1eve1 tim1ng 8tntion 18 hOUBCd 1n 11 CAMAC crat.c 

and conl18t圃 ofa tim1ng r・ce1verto dccode thc mAstCr' ev(!nt tr1SBI!r日

and one or more JORWAY 220・Ad叫 oyg凹岨rator圃 Al1tim1ng sett1ng目 orc

done through the contr01 computer. 

F1gure 3 111u8trates the contr01 scheme ?f a dee 8haped p1asma w1th 

1nd1cat1ng the feedback 818Oa18. The e10ngat10n 18 pr1mar11y control1ed 

by the FIA c011 through 1ts effect on the p0101da1日間 va1uesrat10 

!T4ANlA・ Finead，1ust田 nts1n the elongat10n are carr1ed ou~ w1th thc 

F6B. FIB. F2B c011s by chang1ng the re1at1ve va1uc8 of the pol01do1 

国 gnetic日出(九). The f1ve F-c011・(IA.lB. 28. 68. 78) or~ u8cd 09 

the shap1ng coll・toproduce a ・trongpu111ng force from th自 bot:om.

Two F-co1l8 (SA皿 dllA)品目 uaed to balance the pu111ng force from thc 

top. The rad1a1 p081t10n 18 regulated by four out81de F-coilo【6A.

7A. SA. 9A). The vert1cal p081t10n 11 contr01!ed by the upper c0118. 

10A and 12A. 

In 8tudy of the effect of the plalma current prof11e. the current 

den81ty prof11e 1s var1ed by changing the p1a9~ current. tor01da1 f1e1d 

strength and e1ectron dena1ty. The flat current 9rof11e 18 ach1eved 

under the cond1t10n of: the p1a8mB current 1 ・600kA. the tor01da1 
p 

f1eld Bt ・15kG and the e1ectron dens1ty n ・2x 1013 cm-3 w1thout e 

目前oothosc111at10ns. In the8e d18charges. the 1nternal 1nductance (19) 

has a va1ue of且1・1.0-1.3. The peaked current prof11e 1s ach1eved 

回 dera cond1t10D of: 1 ・400kA， B. ・24kG and D ・5x 1013 cm-::J p ~-- _.， -T 

日1thsawtooth osc111at10ns. In these d1scharges， the 1nterna1 1nduct-

ance has a value of JI.. - 1.8-2.1. S1nce there is no d1rect measurement 
i 

of the 1nternal 1nductance. the va1ue of the 1nternal lnductance 1s 
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derived by MHD analysis.

In study of the effects of the plasma size and the aspect ratio,

the plaamas with a small minor radius were produced by controlling the

contact of the plasma surface with the inside limiters. The major

radius also changed for these plaamas in accordance with the reduction

of the minor radius. The minor radius was varied from 32 cm to 42 cm

and the aspect ratio was changed from 4.0 to 3.4.

2.2 Determination of Plasma Shape

The plasma shape is determined by MHD analysis [13 using experi-

mental magnetic data. The 24 poloidal flux values (i|O are employed as

the boundary conditions in solving the Grad-Shafranov equation, and the

plasma current profile is adjusted to reproduce the magnetic field dis-

tribution obtained experimentally by the partial Rogsvskl coils.

The plasma current profile haa the form in the MHD code

"I} [i •( & $ ] \(2)

where R is a major radius coordinate and R is a fixed parameter of

the plasma center. 6 denotes an approximate value of the poloidal

beta, and j_ is the normalization factor of the plasma current. i/> denotes

the poloidal flux value and t|>__, <|L indicate the flux values at the magnetic
n L

axis and at the plasma surface, respectively, y, N and M are variable

parameters adjusted to reproduce the experimental data. Figure 4 illus-

trates how well the plasma current profile fits the partial Rogowski

measurements. The fitting results are shown for three different cases

of the parameters (y, N, M) - (A) (100, 1.0, 2.0), (B) (100, 1.3, 2.0)

and (c) (60, 1.6, 2.0). The normalized internal inductances for the
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derived by HHD analysi~. 

In study of the effect自 ofthe plas回 sizeand the aspect ratio. 

the plasmas wlth a smB1l m1nor radius were produced by contr011ing the 

contact of the plasma aurface with the inslde limiters. The major 

radius a1so changed for th白・epl..maa 1n accordanc白 with th白 r自duction

of the minor radlus. The minor radius was varied from 32 cm to 42 ~m 

and th自 a自pectrat10 was changed Crom 4.0 to 3.4. 

2.2 Determination of Pla自皿aShape 

The plas回 shapeis determined by聞 Danalysis [l~ us1ng experi-

醍 ntalmagnetic data. 官官 24pololdal fl臨時lues仲1)are employed a由

the boundary cond1tions 1n solv1ng the Grad-Shafranov equatlon. and the 

pla自国 current ~rofile is adjusted to reproduce the 回 gneticfield dls-

tributlon obtained exper1menta11y by the partial Rogowaki c011・.
The plasl凶 currentprof11e h08 the form 1n the聞 Dcode 

j(R.It)・ jo[吋 +{11何(…)[1・(抗rj)パ2)

where R is a回 jorradius coordinate and R_ is a fixed parameter of 
P 

the plas回 center. s_ denotes an approxi田 tevalue of the pol01dal 
F 

beta. and jo is the normalizatlon factor of tbe pl岡田 current. ψdenotea 

the poloidal flux value andゆ.IJI. lndicate the 日間 valuesat the阻 gnetlc
M" TL 

axis and at the plasma surface. respect1vely. Y. N and H are variable 

para皿 tersadjusted to reproduce the experi皿 ntaldata. Flgure 4 il1us-

trates how well the p1asma current profi1e fits the partia1 Rogowski 

measurements. The flttlng resu1ts are sbown for three dlfferent cases 

of the para国民間 (Y.N. H) -(A) (100. 1.0. 2.0). (B) (100. 1.3. 2.0) 

and (c) (60. 1.6. 2.0). The norma1ized interna1 inductances for the 
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three cases are i± - (A) 1.29, (B) 1.15 and (C) 0.99. Case (B) has the

smallest value of square deviation X2 of the experimental and calculated

partial Rogowski values [20]. Since this discharge has no sawtooth

oscillation, the safety factor at the plasma center q(o) is expected to

be larger than unity. Thus, case (B) is a reasonable equilibrium to

describe this discharge.

2.3 Comparison of Calculated Plasma Shape with TV Measurement

Plasma shape waa also measured by direct observation with two TV

C21]

camera systems that view the plasma cross section tangentially, one

camera system was at the upper plane, the other at the midplane. In the

TV pictures, the bright light from the recycling hydrogen provides an

indication of the plasma surface.

The pictures in Fig. 5 show three different plesma shapes measured

by the tangential upper-plane TV. For the circular plasma (a) only the

inside and outside limiters appear bright. For a plasma with an elonga-

tion of 1.4 (b), both side limiters appear bright and the top limlter

shows some evidence of weak recycling. For the plasma with elongation of

1.8, light appears mainly at the top limiter. These phenomena are con-

sistent with the shapes derived from MHD analysis. The TV pictures are

used during the discharge to monitor the status of the control system.

Figure 6 shows pictures of the bottom part of the plasma cross

section taken with the midplane TV. An H filter was used in front of

the camera to emphasize hydrogen recycling light. For the circular plasma,

there is little light on the midplane. As the elongation becomes larger,

the plasma becomes visible in the nidplane TV. Two typical shapes are

shown in Fig. 6. Shape (a) has a rather sharp corner at the inside

bottom while (b) has smooth curvature. The hot core of the plasma is

- 8 -
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three cases are ら・ (A)1.29， (B) 1.15 and (C) 0.99. Case (B) has the 

smallest value of square deviation X2 of the experimental and calculated 

part1al Rogowski'values [20). Since thi~ discharge has no sawtooth 

oscillation， tbe safety factor at the plal闘 centerq(o) is expected to 

be larger than unity. ThuI， case (B) 1s a reasonable equ111brium to 

describe this discharge. 

2.3 Compar1son of Calculated Plasma Shape w1th TV ~~asurement 

Pla自国 shape wad a1.so measured by direct observat1on with two TV 

U 眼目町stem12itatview the plasma cross section tangentially， on色

camera syste皿 wasat th色 upperplane. the otl陪 rat the皿1dplane. In the 

TV pictures， the bright light fro圃 therecycling hydrogen prov1des an 

1nd1cat1on of the plasma surface. 

The pict~rel in Fig. 5・howthr・edifferent pl・1m.・h.pes隅 aaured

by the tangent1al upper-plane TV. For the circul・rplal回 (a)only the 

1ns1de and outs1de l1m1terl .pp・.rbright. For. pl・1m.with an elonga圃

tion of 1.4 (b)， both side 11m1ters .ppe・rbright and the top limiter 

shows some ev1dence of weak recycling. For the pla皿 awith elongation of 

1.8， 11ght appears mainly at the top limiter. Theae phenomena are con-

sistent with the shapes derived from MHD analysia. The TV pictures are 

used dur1ng tl陪 dischargeto mon1tor the statua of the control system. 

Figure 6 shows pictures of the bottom p.rt of the plasma cross 

圃ectiontaken w1th the m1dplane TV. An H_ filter was used in front of a 

the camera to emphas1ze hydrogen recycling light. For the circular plasma， 

there is litt1色 lighton the midplane. As the elongation beco眠 slarger， 

the plasma becomes visibl色 inthe箇1dplaneTV. 官官otyp1cal shapes s.re 

sh側 n1n F1g. 6. Shape (a) has a rather sharp corner at the inside 

botto皿 while(b) has 園町othcurvature. The hot core of the plasma i5 
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faint in the TV picture due to the low density of neutral hydrogen there.

The sketch shown under each TV picf.ure may assist interpretation.

2.4 Definition of the Parumenters of Plasma Shape and Equilibrium Field

"Elongation (K)" and "Triangularity (6)" represent deformations of

the outermost flux contour of the plasma obtained by MUD analysis. They

are defined as:

ZTOP " ZB0T ...
ROUT KIN

ROUT + RIN " "TOP ~ROUT + RIN
RROUT KIN

where the suffixes TOP, BOT, OUT, and IN mean the. highest, lowest, outer-

most and Innermost positions of the plasma uurface, respectively as shown

in Fig. 7. The elongation inside the plasma, which is obtained from the

MHD analysis, is constant in the central half of the plasma (r/a < 0.5)

and increases rapidly toward the plasma surface as shown in Fig. 8. Near

the magnetic axis, the maximum elongation attained was M . 4 .

The vertical field (B,) applied by F-coils is not constant inside

the plasma cross section. Figure 9 shows the vertical field along the

horizontal chord through the magnetic axis. The parameters of this

discharge are I - 530 kA, BT - 20 kG, K - 1.8 and 6 - 0.3.

The vertical field (B_) can be decomposed into dipole (B_), quad-

rupole (B.), and hexapole components (BH) at the magnetic axis and

written along the chord through the magnetic axis,

R - R , R - R 2

V R> - BD + BQ -if + BH T I ^
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fa1nt 1n the TV p1cture due to the low dens1ty of neutral hydrogen there. 

The sketch shown under eDch TV p1cture may ass1st 1nterpretat10n. 

2.4 Def1n1t10n of the Paramenters of Plusma Shape and Equ11ibr1um F1eld 

"Elongat1on (K)" and "Tr.f.angular1ty (6)" r自pre自由ntdeformat10ns of 

the outermost flux contour of the plasma obta1ned by問。 analys1s. They 

are def1ned as: 

K 
ZTOP田 ZBOT

ROUT -R1N 
(3) 

6 ・
R
W

一
円一
R

N
一
町

+
 

R
O
 

(4) 

where the suff1xea TOP， BOT， OUT， and IN mean the h1ghest， loweat， outer-

most and 1nnermoat poa1t10na of the pla自国自urface，re町ーct1velyaa ahown 

1n F1g. 7. The elongat10n 1na1de the plasma， wh1ch 1s obta1ned from the 

HHD analys1s， 1a conatant 1n the central half of the plaama (r/a < 0.5) 

and 1ncreases rap1dly toward the plasmo surface as shown 1n F1g. 8. Near 

the回 gnet1cax1s， the田 x1mumelongat10n atta1ned was ~1.4. 

The vert1cal f1車ld (B~) appl1ed by F個 c011s1s not constant 1ns1de z 
the plaama cross sect10n. F1gure 9 shows the vert1cal f1eld along the 

hor1zontal chord through the回 gnet1cax1s. The para眠 tersof th1s 

discharge are zp・530kA， BT・20kG， K・1・8and 6・0.3.

The vert1cal f1eld (BZ) can be decomposed 1nto d1pole (B
D
)， q凶 d-

rupole (B
Q
)， and hexapole c咽 ponents(8u) at the回 gnet1cax1s and 

H 

wr1tten along the chord through the magnet1c ax1s， 

B..(R) ー B_+ B D . -Q 

R 岨 R
o 

a 
o 

(5) 
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where R and a denote.a major radius at the magnetic axis and a half

width of a plasma cross section, respectively. R and a have values

of 1.40 and 0.41 m in the case of Fig. 9. Each multipole field has the

following values in this case: B_ » -880 Gauss, B. - -400 Gauss, B,, - 520

u Q H

Gauss. Berr(R) is less than 2Z of Bz. Berr(R) is so small that the plasma

shape may be considered to correlate only to the strengths of Bo and 3 .

Thus, relations between the plasma shape and equilibrium field will be

discussed using the decay index ( n • - — TT-£ ) a n d hexapole index

( h » — —•£• ) at the magnetic axis. They are written using B,_, B..,
Bz 3R • Q "

B
n - -A -g 2- (6)

D

2 BHh - A -gS- (7)

where A is the aspect ratio (Ro/«o>.

The decay Index of the externally applied equilibrium field

n » -(R/B, * SB?/ R) *• n o t constant Inside the plasma cross section as

shown in Fig. 10. The decay index changes in value from n » -5.0 to 0.0

as a function of major radius along "hord 3, the horizontal chord through

the magnetic axis. The decay index values along chords 1 and 2 are quite

different from the ones along chords 5 and 4. They are consistent with

the fact that the plasma shape is not up-down symmetric.

- 1 0 -
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where Ro and九denote.a回 jorradiu8 at the magnetic axis and a half 

叫 dthof a plaama croaa・ect1on.re.pect1vely. RO and a
o 

have values 

of 1.40 and 0.41.m 1n tt槍 ca.eof Fig. 9. Each multipole fjeld has the 

following val田 sin thi. ca..: BD
圃・880Gau.s， BQ・-400GausB， BH・520

err._. A~ ~þ ~ ~err Gau... B~~~(R) ，1a le.. than 2% of BZ・B-..(R)is so smsll that the plasma 

shape may be cons:f.dered to corre1at由 onlyto the strengths of B.... and 3". Q -----H 

ThUI， relat10ns between the plaoma shape and cqu11ibrium field wl11 be 
iJB 

d1…ed u~1ng the decay lndex ( n • -B~ iJ_
Z

) and hexapole index 
D2 iJ2B8 -Z -R 

( h・2-寸.!::.) at the magnetic蹴払 They are written凶 ngP.Q1 BH' 
血iJR

nE41t 
-D 

B_~ 
:Z -¥f 

h 圃 A -;:0:.:-
-D 

where A is the a.pect ratio (Ro/ao>' 
The decay 1ndex of the external1y ap~lied equ111brium f1eld 

(6) 

(7) 

nーベR/B ・iJB..1R) i. not con.tant 1ns1de the pla.ma croae .ection a8 z --z 
ahown in F1g. 10. The decay ind回 changcs1n value fro田 n圃・，5.0to 0.0 

aa a funct10n of回 jorradiua along吻 ord3. the horizontel chord through 

the magnet1c ax1s. 百1edecay index valuea along chords 1 and 2 are qu1te 

d1fferent from the onea along chorda 5 and 4. They are cons1stent with 

the fact that the plasu・hape1・notup-down symmetr1c. 
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TABLET

Activt Shaping SuppHt*

Typi

. T-chopptrs

X-choppan

U-choppars
D-LCR*

V-LCR*

R-LCR*

t

t

±
t

t

*

300
600
300
600
600
150

V,
V,
V,
V,
V.
V,
V.

I , T IM

+ 3 kA,

* : kA,

t 2.5 W

4-12 kA,

+ 30 kA,

+ 3 kA,

1 ttc

1 ttc

. 1 stc

1 stc

1 SK
de

Full Powtr
Bandwidth

1 kHz

1 kHz

1 kHz

60 Hz

60 Hz

60 Hz

*LCR-L1ne CoMMitated Rtct i f i t r .
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型民i
Actfvl sh・Df"oSUDD1f・s

Ty閃 V， J， T1鵬
Full P制帽F

Bandwldth 
T-chop陣内 宜 300 V. + 3 1tA， 1 ・・c 1 kHz 
X-choPPl時 t 6∞y， + ~ kA， 1 IIC 1 kHz 
U-chopPl問 ま説)0V， t 2.5 kA， 1 IIC 1 kHz 
D-LCR* 宜6ωY，+ 12 kA， 1 SIC 60 Hz 
Y-LCR・ 量制)0Y， + 30 1tA， 1 IIC 60 Hz 
R-LCR・ + 150 y， + 3 kA， dc 60 Hz 

*LCR・L1neC側聞utat凶恥ctffflr.
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Ftg. .. Doublet I I I F-coil *nd x.,,*nc
diagnostic locations. F dtnotts *

. field shaping coil; PS denotes i
flux loop, » denotes a MqiMtic
probe at toroidal azimuth (1,2,3 •
*T, 2*7\ 307*)i H dtnoUJ ont of
12 ttgmntl of a full Koaowjkl loop.
Tht plain* configuration It the 1.0
R* dee with elongation of ! .« . The
F coll labeling i i synMtrle acrois
tht nldpiane.

DOUBLET ill CIRCUITRY

omuc
GOII.

FlELO-SMrWGCaiU

Fig. 2 . F-eofi »nd power supply connection ditgroa

VACUUM HASMA
VESSEL
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"・岨

Ffg. •• Doubl・t111 F・cofl・nd:a..・帽llC

創刊同stfc1民・tf制 S. F仇同t・z・
. ffeld sh・pfngcol1; PS d・咽t・s・
何叫 1・DP....d・notes・刷骨帽tfc
肘蜘 Itt骨 ofd・1・11刷 th(1.2.3・
~?O. 2470• 3(70); n“同t.，欄 0'
12 It四ntl0' • fu11 R句制球11帥 o.
Tht p1・-刷 C肺門gur.tf制 1.th・1.0
HA dtI wlth・1開"“刷。， 1.1. Tht 
Fω11 1，btH珂 hsyw輔 trlc・E開"
t同・Idpl・nt.

DOUBLET 111 CIRCUfTRY 

、，
FIELD-II舗内側由旬1t.S

Ffg. 2. F-cof1 Ind p個 噌rS叫申，11c町 岡ectf伺 dflg町圃
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TO OHMIO HIATINt POWIH SUfPLV

FIU. 3. A control schematic for dee-shaped plasmas. Voltage gains ars

Indicated on the power supplies and differential amplifiers.

Feedback signals are shown as inputs for differencial amplifiers.

The 17 field-shaping colls are connected In parallel with each

other and connected to an ohmlc heating power supply. Big lines

show the current flow with arrows Indicating the direction. D, V

and R denote thyrister power supplies with (60 Hs, ± 600 V, + 14

kA), (60 Hs, ± 600 V, + 21 kA>, (60 Hz, + 150 V, + 3 IcA) capabil-

ities, respectively. T and U are chopper power supplies with (1

kHz, ± 300 V, + 3 kA), (1 kHz, ± 250 V, ± 2.5 kA) capabilities.
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TO OH..IO HIA!IH・I'OWI圃・UI'I'LY

FIG. 3. A control・cheutlcfor dee回・hapedplaamaa. Voltage ga1n・ar.

1nd1eated on the power .upp11es and d1fferent1a1 amp11flera. 

Feedback 81gn.11 are sho官n•• lnputl for different1al a岨pl1f1era.

The 17 field-shaplng col1s are connected ln p.rallel wlth each 

other and connected to an ohmlc heatlng power lupply. Blg 11nea 

・howth. current flow wlth arrows 1ndlcat1ng the dlrection. D， V 

and 1t de回 tethy目前町 po鵬 E 刷 pplle8wlth (60 Rz，主 6∞V，+ 14 

1tA)， (60 ilz.士 6∞V.+ 21 kA). (60 Hz. + 150 V. + 3 1tA) capabl1・

1tle8. reBpect1vely. T and U are cnopper pcwer Bupplles wltb (1 

kBz，土 3∞V，+ 3 kA). (1 kBz， t 250 V.圭 2.5kA)伺pabll1t1es.
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(A)
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0.3

D
11=1.15
K=1.81
q(o)=1.18
X2= 5.5x104

li=0.99
K=1.84
q(o)=1.56
X2=1.2x103

CALCU-
LATION

x EXPERIMENT

PR511A P R89A P R67B P R1012BP R34B
P R34A PR1O12A PR67A PRfl9B P R511B PR12B

PARTIAL ROGOWSKI COIL

FIG. 4. Three plasaa shapes produced by MHO analysis of a discharge using

dlfferent current profiles, tj, K, q(o), X2 denote the norsiallzed

Internal Inductance, the surface elongation, t'.e safety factor at

the magnetic axis and the. square deviation of the pololdal field

strength. lie costs pnlnet' stow, the aeasured pololdal field

rtrength.
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(RT0P ZT0P)

(ROUT-ZOUT)

(RB0T,ZB0T)

FIG. 7. Definition of coordinates in a plasma shape.

FIC. 8. ElongaCion of the flux aurface inside the plasma.
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3. VERTICAL STABILITY EXPERIMENT OF HIGHLY ELONGATED PLASMA

3.1 Measurement of Growth Rate of Vertical Instability

In order to evaluate the passive stabilisation of the vertical

instability, the following experiment was carried out. After a stable

plasma was produced with active feedback control, the output voltage of

the power supply for the vertical position control was turned to be 0

volts. The vertical position of the plasma starts to move downward and

the speed increases exponentially. Because the highly elongated plasma

is detached from the outside limiter and there is no limiter at the bottom,

the plasma is considered to keep its shape without a significant deforma-

tion by any liniters during the time when the plasma moves downward a few

centimeters. Therefore, the ir'tiaJ exponential notion is considered to

show the growth rate of vertical instability. Figure 11 shows a typical

example of the motion of the vertical position Just after the active control

is turned off. The initial growth rate is 78 sec'1 with an elongation of

K - 1.7.

The growth rate of vertical instability increases as the shaping

force becomes large. The closed points in Fig. 12 show the growth rates

of many discharges as a function of the decay index at the magnetic aslx

(n « -1.35 1.55). The elongation ranges from K - 1.6 to 1.8. The

growth rate for plasma with decay indices above -1.35 was so small that

no measurement was carried out. The growth rate increases rapidly for

n i - 1.5.

3.2 Correlation between Growth Fate and Plasma Parameter

Figure 13 presents the dependence of the vertical instability on the

elongation with the triangularity as a parameter. A plasma with a small
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triangularity of 0.16-0.20 becomes vertically unstable at an elongation

of K a 1.6. However, a plasma with a large triangularity of 0.2S-0.30

shows the same instability at the relatively high elongation of K 2 1.7S.

Therefore, * large triangular deformation of the plasma Bhapc has the

benefit of reducing the vertical Instability of an elongated plasma when

the surface elongation is the same.

Figure 14 presents the growth rates of the vertical instability with

a normalized internal inductance i^. The elongation, triangularity and

vertical position of the plasma center are maintained constant. The

growth rate of the vertical instability becomes small as the internal

inductance decreases.

Figure IS shows a stably controllable elongation regime with a minor

radius (half width a-32-42 cm). A plasma with tlio elongation in Clio

stable region Is completely stabilized by means of active feedback control.

In marginally stable regions, although it is possible to produce plasmas

with these elongations, such plasmas are vertically unstable so that

they oscillate in the vertical direction and disrupt before the intended

termination of a discharge. In unachievable regions (Fig. 15), it is

impossible to produce an elongated plasma. The stable region of an

elongation is greatly decreased from ~1.8 to -1.25 as the minor radius

is reduced from ~41 cm to -33 cm.

- 2 0 -
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trlangu1arlty of 0.16 -0.20 becomes vert1cally unatab1e at an e1白ugatlon

of K ::: 1.6. However， a I，la.ma w1th 11 1arge trlanRular1ty of 0.25・0.30

・how.the・l1IIIeln・tablUty・tthe re1ctlve1y hlgh clonglltlon of K ::: 1.75. 

Therefore， a large trllln~ular deformatlon of the plaomn obnpc bBS thc 

beneflt of reduclng the vertlcal ln・tab1l1tyof Bn白10ngBtedp11lo凹 when

the surface e10ngatlon i・theo岨ー-

(o'lgure 14 presenu the growth rateo of the vertlca1 lnatabillty w1th 

a norma11zed lnterna1 lnductance i.. The e10ngatlon， trlangu1arltyand 
i 

vertlca1 poaltlon of the p1a~回 center are malntalned constant. The 

growth rate of the vertlca1 lnstabl11ty becomes sma11 as the lnternal 

lnductance decreaaes. 

Flgure 15 shows a ・tab1ycontro11ab1e elongatlon reg1me wlth a mlnor 

radiul (ha1! wldth a・32・42c田). A p1・Imawlth the elongaUon ln t.h由

stab10 reglon 1・cOlllp1ete1y・tabl11zedby mean. of 8ctlv自 f白cdbackcontro1. 

In marglna11y stab1e regions， altl~ugb it III p08s1ble to p~oduce p1asmaa 

witb tbese e1ongatlona. such plasmas are vertlca11y unotab1e ao that 

they oocl11ate ln the vertlca1 directlon and dlsrupt before the lntended 

terlllinatlon of a discharge. In unacblevable reglona (Flg. 15)， lt Is 

1mpo圃alb!eto produce an e10ngated p1asllla. The stab1e region of an 

e1ongatlon 1目 great1ydecreaaed frolll ~1.8 to 、1.25aa the mlnor radlua 

Is reduced frolll ~41 c皿 to~33 cm. 
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3.3 Breakdown of Active Feedback Stabilization

As the pulling forces from the top and bottom of the elongated

plasma are increased further the plasma enters the vertically unstable

regime even with active feedback control. Figure 16 shows the waveforms

of an unstable discharge in which the elongation of the plasma shape is

controlled to increase gradually during the discharge, and the vertical

position becomes unstable after O.fi sec. The radial position Is well

regulated to remain constant during the entire discharge.

Two soft X-ray PIN diode singnals observing along chords above and

below the plasma center show the out-of-phase oscillation as shown in

Fig. 16. Observations with two PIN diode arrays, which lie 60 degrees

away in toroidal angle, suggest the plasma motion is an axisymmetric mode

(m = l/n-0). The amplitude of the vertical oscillation grows larger as

the elongation is increased. When the control of the vertical position

is finally lost and the plasma hits the bottom limlters, the plasma

current begins to decrease.

The plasma shape also oscillates and its oscillation is synchronized

to the oscillation in the vertical position of the plasma center. Figure

17 shows the plasma shapes at the peaks and valleys of the vertical posi-

tion oscillation. Motion at the axis of 5 cm produces a 26 cm motion at

the bottom of the plasma surface, with a resulting change in elongation

from K-1.6 to 1.9. During this oscillation, the poloidal flux values

on the surfaces of the field-shaping coils are maintained nearly constant

by the induced current through the field-shaping coils.

- 2 1 -
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FIG. 11.

Vertical displacement of the plasma

center just after the actlvo

control of tin vertical position

Is turned off. The elongation It

!•», Ip - 550 kA, BT « 20 kC.

The growth rates ara yG - 78 sec"'

and 710 aec"l.

.740 .760
TIME (SEC)

.780

-1.6-1.3 -1.4 -1.5

n - INDEX

FIG. 12. The relation of the growth rate with the decay index. The closed

circles show the Initial growth rate Just after the active con-

trol of the vertical position is turned off. The solid line Indi-

cates the theoretical prediction using n( - 1.5, Tt - 350 ms, xo » 1 us
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FIG. 13. Measured growth rate* of vertical Instability of

elongated plasnas with a triangularity of 0.16-0.20
(triangles) and O.2S-O.3O (circles). Plasna parameters
for this data an: X~138CB, C~77CB, «~42C«, *>1.4.
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4. STABILITY ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

4.1. Qualitative Discussion of Vertical Stability

Ideal MHD theory for a shell-less tokamak predicts a growth rate for

the vertical instability of -106 see'1 in an elongated plasma with a

negative decay index. The reduction of the experimental growth rates is

caused by the passive stabilization effect of the field-shaping coil

system. The eddy currents induced by the plasma motion produce a restoring

force opposing the notion. This stabilization effect is expressed by the

denotation n 8 - -R/Bz * ABR/AZ where AZ is a displacement and ABR is the

radial field produced at the plasma center by the eddy current. The growth

rate YG of the vertical motion is expressed for the system without active

control as follows(10).

(8)

where Tg and Tg denote the ideal MHD time constant and the decay time of

the eddy current, respectively.

Figure 18 shows the calculated growth rate using Eq.(8) with the

parameters of n g»1.5, T 8»350 msec, T O » 1 US. The growth rate of a

plasma with the n-index value of less than ~ns becomes too large to

control vertical instability even with a practical active feedback system.

The condition of n + n s > 0 is a criterion for vertical stabilization.

In other word, the vertical stability phenomena depend on the two

parameters of n and n8. The measured trends of vertical stability

described in chapter 3 are qualitatively explained by these parameters.

Figure 19 shows the relation between the decay index and the elonga-

tion with the triangularity as a parameter. The circles and triangles
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4. STABILITY ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSI0N 

4.1. Qua1itative Di8cul8ion of Vertica1 Stabi1ity 

Idea1 MHD tbeory for a Ihe11-1es8 tokamak predict8 a growth rate for 

tbe vertical in・t・bilityof陶 106 oec-1 in an e10ngated p1alm4 with a 

negative decay ind岨x. The reduction of the exp帽ri田 ntalgrowth rate8 is 

cauled by the p且lIiveItabiHzation effect of the field-Ihaping coil 

Iyltem. The eddy currentl induced by the p1alma motion produce a reltoring 

force oppo・ingthe motion. Thil Itabi1ization effect is expre8sed by the 

denotation nl・-R/BZ• aBR/dZ wbere t:.Z ia a dilp1ace田 ntand t:.Ba is the 

radia1 fie1d produced at the p1as皿 centerby the eddy current. 百legrowth 

rate Y
G 

of the vertica1 motion i8 expresled for the sylt聞 withoutactive 

contr01 as fo11ows(10). 

G2 ・べn+ nl劫) (8) 

wbere TO and TS 
denote the idea1 MHD time constant and the decay time of 

the eddy current. relpective1y. 

Fi酔 re18 Ih側 1 the calcu1ated growth rate using Eq.(8) with the 

para陣 ter・ofn.・1.5，T s・350mlec. To・1凶・ The growth rate of a 

p1a... with the n-index value of 1ell than -ns becomes too 1arge to 

contro1 vertica1 instabi1ity even with a practica1 active feedback system. 

宮崎 conditionof n +ns > 0 is a criterion for vertical stabilization. 

ln other word. the vertica1 stability phenomena depend on the two 

para臨 tersof n and ns・The田 asuredtrend8 of vertica1 stabi1ity 

described in chapter 3 are qualitative1y exp1ained by these parameters. 

FigureJ9 shows the re1ation bet冒'eenthe decay index and the e1onga-

tion with the triangu1arity as a para田 ter. 百lecirc1es and triang1es 
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show the results of MUQ calculation. There is a one-to-one relationship

between the elongation and the decay index when the triangularity is

fixed. A plasma with a snail triangular deformation needs a large

absolute value of the decay index in order to sustain the same elongation.

Figure* 20 and 21 illustrate the influences of triangularity on elonga-

tion more clearly. Figure 20 shows the relation between the decay index

and triangularity with the elongation as a parameter. By keeping the

elongation constant, the absolute value of the decay index decreases

-0.4 as the triangularity increases from 0.1 to 0.3. Solid curves are

parabolic fittings by n-n o+56
2. Figure 21 shows the relation between

elongation and triangularity when the decay index is kept constant.

The circles and triangles show MHD calculations with a decay index of

n--1.2--1.3 and n •-1.4 --1.5, respectively; the dotted lines are

parabolic fittings by K»K0+4<5
2. By keeping the decay index constant

(n» -1.4 ~ -1.5) , the increment of the triangularity from 6-0.15 to

6 - 0.3 results in the increment of the elongation from K-1.5 to K-1.8.

Since the absolute value of the decay index required to maintain a

given elongation is reduced by the triangular deformation, a dee-shaped

plasma is positionally more stable than an elliptical plasma as shown in

Fig.13. Triangular deformation of a plasma cross section is a great

advantage in stably maintaining a highly elongated plasma against

positional instability.

The plasma current profile effect on vertical stability is due to

two factors: reduction of the required decay index of the external field

and an increase in the passive stabilization effect. Figure 22 shows the

relation between the decay index and the internal inductance when the

elongation and triangularity are kept constant. As the plasma current

profile peaks, a larger absolute value of the decay index is required to
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sh叩 thereau1ts of ~ ca1cu1ation. There is 8 one-to-one re1ationship 

between the elongation and the decay index柏町 thetriangu1arity is 

fixed. A p1asm& with a ama11 triangular deformation need8 a 1arge 

ab801ute value of the decay index in ordor to 8u8tain the samc o1o~gation. 

Figure. 20 and 21 i11u・tratethe influcnc由sof triangu1arity on e10nga-

tion more clearly. Figure 20 ・howsthe relati.on between the decay index 

and triangu1arity with the e10ngation as a para臨 ter. By k由epingthe 

e10ngation conatant. the ab・oluteva1ue of the decay index decreases 

句 0.4a8 the triangularity increases from 0.1 to 0.3. S01id curves are 

parabolic fitting8 by n. no + 56 2
• Figure 21 ShOW8 the relation between 

e10ngation and triangu1arity油 enthe decay index i8 kept constant. 

百1ecirc1es and triang1ea show聞 .Dcalculations with a decay index of 

n・帽1.2句・1.3and n・・1.4陶・1.5.re.pective1y; the dotted 11nes are 

paraboliιfitting8 by K" Ko + 46 2
• By keeping the dec&y index constant 

h ・-1.4~ ・1.5). the increment of thc triangu1arity from 6・0.15to 

6・0.3resu1ts 1n the 1ncre田 ntof.th岨叫ongat1onfrom K・1.5to K・1.8.

Since the abs~lute va1ue of the decay index required to maintain a 

given e10ngation i8 reduced by the triangu1ar def~rmation. a dee-ahaped 

p1as回 i8p08itionally即時・tab1ethan an e11iptica1 p1al回 a.・hownin 

Fig.13. Triangular deformation of a p1as回 crosssection is a great 

advantage in stably maintaining a high1y e10ngated p1as田 against

positional instabi1ity. 

The p1a8回 currentprofi1e effect on vertica1 stabi1ity i8 due to 

two factors: reduction of the required decay index of the external field 

and an increase in the passive stabilization effect. Figure 22 shows the 

relation between the decay index and the interna1 inductance when the 

elongation and triangularity are kept constant. As the p1asma current 

profile peaks. a larger absolute va1ue of the decay index i8 required to 
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maintain a given shape.. Mien the current profile peaks further, the

required decay index is reduced. The absolute value of the decay index is

decreased by -0.1 when the internal inductance changes from 1.5 to 1.0 or

2.0. Since the required dipole field strength (Bn) increases linearly to

the plasma currant profile (St,±) to sustain a constant plasma position,

the required quadrupole field strength (BQ) first increasee at a greater

rate, and later at a lesser rate than the linear rate against £.£.

The solid curve shows the analytical calculation P9 for an elliptic

plasma (<S«0) with K«1.55. This calculation shows the same tendency as

the results of MHD analysis; the discrepancies of the absolute value are

due to effects of the triangular deformation. Figure 23 shows a relation

between the decay index and the elongation with the plasma current profile

as a parameter. The absolute value of the dtcay index is decreased by

-0.1 in all elongations by the flat or very peaked current profile.

On the other hand, the n, increases as the l± decrease, which is under-

stood from the definition,

R A BR

where

Bz " ~ TUT ( *n T + T + 6I ~ I > '

is independent upon thb l$_. When all other parameters are kept

constant beside the reduction of £.£, then the reduction of |B Z| produces

the increase of ng.

The minor radius dependence of the maximum elongation is caused by

the minor and major radii effect on the required decay index values n

and the passive stabilization effect ns. Figure 24 shows the relation

between the elongation and the decay index at the magnetic axis with
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maintain a given ahape.. When the current profi1e peaks further， the 

required decay index is reduced. 百1eabsolute value of the decay index is 

decreased by句 0.1when the internel inductance changes from 1.5 to 1.0 or 

2.0. Since the required dipole field Itrength (BD) increases 1inear1y to 

the p1“ma curr.nt profile (1i) to au.tain a conatant plasma position， 

the required qu.drupole field otrength (BQ> firat increl1see at a greater 

rate， and later at a lea.er rate than the linear rate against品i・

旬leaolid curve ah開 athe analytical calcul・tion向 foran elliptic 

pla.ma付・0)with K・1.55. 百1IIIca1culation ・how.the same tendency as 

the results of M回 analy・is;the di.crepancie. of th時 ab.olutevalue are 

due to effects of the triangular defor回 tion. Figure 23 ShOW8 a relation 

between the deeay index and the elongation with the plasma eurrent profile 

al a para皿 ter. The abl'lolute va1ue of the deeay ind蹴 isdeereased by 

旬 0.1in all elongation. by the flat or very peaked eurrent profile. 

on the other hand. the n. inerea..s a・theιideerea.ー.whieh i・under-

.tood from the definition. 

(9) 

where 

110Ip ，. 8R 且i
Bz'岨百官{且nτ +-t + 61 -言} (10) 

曲 Ris independent upon th~ 1i・陥en.11 other parameters are kept 

constant beside the reduetion of且i・thenthe reduetion of IBzl produce8 

the inerease of ns' 

The minor radius dependenee of the幽 ximumelongation is caused by 

the minor and major radii effeet on the required deeay index values n 

and the passive stabilization effeet n8 • Figure 24 shows the relation 

between the elongation and the deeay index at the magnetic axis with 
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different minor radii .(different aspect ratio). A plasma with a small

minor radius (~33 cm) has a smaller elongation relative to a plasma with

a large minor radius (~41 cm) even with the same decay index. This trend

is consistent with the prediction by an analytical equation describing

the relation between the elongation and the decay index with a uniform

plasma current profile [19](

K.l+ffi<fa>ffi-g.>-§J.Unffi+BI-{->n . (11)

The passive stabilization n Is expressed froa Eq. (9) and (10),
8

where

(12)

• ABR

V

(14)

ABR is the term of the mutual coupling effect between the plasma center
[23]

and the conducting materials. G is the term of the geometry.

Figure 25 dipicts the dependences of ABR , G and n, on the minor radius.

The na decreases by 1555 as the minor radius decreases from 41 cm to 32 cm.

As the results of these trends of n and ns, the achievable elongation is

obtained like shown in Fig.16. Figure 26 shows the stable and unstable

regions for two cases of a a 41 cm and a s 33 cm.

The passive stabilization effect lessens the growth rate of the

vertical instability but it does not stabilize the plasma movement

completely. Elongated plasmas still need active feedback control in

order to be completely stabilized against vertical instability.
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different minor radii (different aspect ratio). A p1asma with a 呂 田11

minor radius ト33cm) has a sma11er e10ngation re1ative to a p1as回 with

a 1arge minor radius (叫1cm) even with the S8田 decayindex. This trend 

i8 conlistent with the prediction by an ana1ytica1 equation describing 

the re1ation betwecn the e10ngation and the decay index with a uniform 

p1asma current profi1e [19]. 

8R 17 ， a 2 ， . 8R. ̂  5 
K・1+f ir (lnτー古.)-w (lnτ+ s1 -f> n 

The passive stabi1ization nft 18 expressed fro. Eq. (9) and (10). 
s 

where 

n s - L・Ah'-G
JJ_I o-p 

lIBD 
ABマ日

R -liZ 

G • 
Z R 

ln苧+61 +亨-3

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

lIBR' il the term of the mutua1 coup1ing effect between the p1asma center 
(23] 

and the conducting materia1s. G is the term of the geo臨 try.

Fi思lre25 dipicts the dependences of lIBR' • G and ns on the minor radius. 

百len. decreales by 15% as the minor radiuI decrealea from 41 cm to 32 cm. 

As the results of these trends of n and nl • the achievab1e e10ngation is 

obta1ned l1ke sh欄 I1n F1g・16. F1gure 26 shows the stab1e and unstab1e 

regions for two cases of a冨 41cm and a ;: 33 cm. 

The passive stabilization effect 1essens the growth rate of the 

vertica1 instabi1ity but it does not stabi1ize the p1asma movement 

comp1ete1y. E10ngated p1asmas 8ti11 need active feedback contr01 in 

order to be comp1ete1y stabi1ized against vertica1 instability. 
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A block diagram of the control system of the vertical position [24]

is depicted in Fig.27. The plasma motion is assumed to be small and the

plasma is assumed to be rigid during the motion. The feedback control loop

has only a proportional control to the vertical position. From Fig.27,

the following characteristic equation can be obtained,

V [. I^ c ] , (15)

where

NC(S)-GO [ x - ^ y ^ L - ] ^ , - ^ , (16)

and

The second term in brackets of Eq.(l6) describes the shielding effect from

the vacuum vessel and other F-coils agaimt the F-coil currents for the

vertical position control. The factor V is the conversion coefficient

of the F-coil current to the radial field at the plasma center.

The quantity (1/RC)/(1+Sxc) expresses the characteristics of the F-coils

used to control the vertical position. Rc and Tc denote the resistance

and L/R time, which are 3S.6 mohm and 550 msec, respectively. G2 and Td

denote the gain and the response time in the power supply and take the

values of G2 - 60 and T d-4 msec. G1 is the gain of the differential

amplifier and has the value of G X-5~5O, typically -10. Kz is the con-

version factor of the vertical position measurement and has the value of

KJS-6.7 v/m [17].

For simplicity, the second term in brackets of Eq.(16) is neglected.

The following necessary and sufficient conditions to stabilize the

vertical instability in this system are obtained from the Routh-Hurwitz
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A block diagram of.the control system of the vertical position [24] 

百¥ep1a8ma motion i8 a8sumed to be sma11 and the i8 depicte~ in Fig.27. 

The feedback contr01 100p plasma is auu!鵬 dto be rigid during the motion. 

From Fig.17 t ba圃 on1ya proportional control to the vertica1 p08ition. 

(15) 

tbe fol1owing characteriatic equation can be obtained， 

SZTJート+n.品γ Nc(5) ] 

(16) ー一川
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where 

Nc(5)・Go

唱 R.
0 ・¥1"v- G.G，Kz~ c Rc -2-1'~ Bn 

and 

(17) 

泊施 aecondterm in bracketl of Eq.(16) de.cribes the Ihie1ding effect from 

the vacuum vel8e1 and other F-coi1s again.t the F-coi1 current. for the 

百¥efactor ¥1 is the conversion coefficient vertica1 position control. 

of the F-coi1 current to the radia1 fie1d at the plaama center. 

The qu血 tity(1/Rc) / (1 + 5τc) expreases the characteristic8 of the F-coi1s 

Rc and tc denote the resistance used to control the vertica1 position. 

G2 and td and L/R ti皿，曲icbare 38.6回 hmand 550回 ec，respective1y. 

denote the gain and the response time in the power supp1y and take the 

G1 is the gain of the differential va1ues of G2・60and τd::: 4 msec. 

Kz is the con-掴 plifierand has the va1ue of G1 -5 -50， typically 句 10.

version factor of the vertica1 position measurement and has the va1ue of 

For simp1icity， the second term in brackets of Eq.(16) is neglected. 

The fOllowing necessary and sufficient conditions to stabilize the 

Kz・6.7v/m [17]. 

vertica1 instabi1ity in this system are obtained from the Routh-Hurwitz 
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criterion,

n + ns > 0 , (18)

n + Go > 0 , (19)

T.+T,
n + n + G. > - n % (20)

In the present experiment, n>-1.5, and ng has the value of ng~1.5 and

G 0»9~90 (Go-18 for G 1»10). Thus, this analysis predicts that the

vertical position is stable at any n value except at the very low n value

of n <-ns.

For the present, only the critical condition of the vertical stability

is discussed. Figure 28 shows the growth rates of the vertical instability

calculated using Eq.(lS). Three cases are calculated with the parameter a-0

(no active feedback control), ot»l, and a-10, where a is the normalized

feedback gain, G0-cms. The other parameters take the values of ns»1.5,

T S ' 3 5 O msec, T Q • 1 ysec. The growth rate with the parameter a above 10

shows little difference from that with a-10. From these calculations,

it is noted that the feedback control with a -10 stabilizes the vertical

instability completely when the decay index of the externally applied

field is larger than -ng (n > ~n g). The growth rate rapidly increases

around n = -ng.

The closed circles in Fig.28 are experimental data which are measured

by disabling the vertical position control. They are explained by the

calculation with the parameter a»0 (no active feedback control). Plasmas

with these growth rates are stabilized against vertical instability by
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(20) 

nG +去+すns(T~ 心> 0 (21) 

In the present experil腿 nt.nξ ・1.5.and ns hal the va1ue of ns -1~5 and 

GO・9句 90(Go・18for G1・10). 百¥UI. this ana1y・i・predict8that the 

vertica1 position is stab1e at any n va1ue except at the very 10w n va1ue 

of nさ-ns・

For the present. on1y the critica1 condition of the vertica1 .tabi1ity 

i8 discussed. Figure 28・ho官I the growth rate. of the vertica1 in.tability 

ca1culated using Eq.(15). 百 reecase. are ca1cu1ated with the para皿 tera-。
(no active feedback contr01). a・1.and a ・10.where a ia the nor回 lized

feedback gain. Go・句、. 百1eother para:田ter8take the va1ues of n8・1.5，

TS ・350msec，τ0・1J，lscc. 百1egrowth rate with the parameter a above 10 

shows 1itt1e difference from that with α・10. From these calculations， 

it is noted that the feedback contr01 with a.. 10 stabilizes the vertical 

instability completely when the decay index of the externa11y app1ied 

fie1d is 1arger than -ns (n> -ns)' 百1egrowth rate rapid1y increases 

around n:: -ns・

百1ec10sed circles in Fig.28 are experi田 nta1data which are国 asured

by disab1ing the vertical position contro1. They are explained by the 

calcu1ation with the para田 tera・o(no active feedback control). Plasmas 

with these growth rates are stabilized aga1.nst vertical instability by 
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active feedback control,

The growth rate of the vertical instability was also measured with

' active feedback on and with increased the quadrupole field strength

^decreasing tha value of n). When the elongation is increased gradually

during the discharge, the plasma becomes unstable in vertical position,

as seen in Fig.16. The open ci. les in Fig.28 show the growth rates and

the valuta of the decay index obtained at the tine when the vertical

position finally movt downward after the oscillation. The value of the

growth rate measured with the active feedback control does not show a signif-

icant difference from the maximum value .of the growth rate measured without

active feedback control. The controllable growth rates are limited by

the response time of the power supply (about A msec), which is shown by an

arrow in Fig.28. The values of the decay index measured with active feed-

back control are very close to the minimum value (-n̂ ) defined by passive

stabilization. The experimental results shown in Fig.28 indicate that

active feedback control stabilizes the positional instability of the

plasiaa with the decay index above -ns completely, but feedback control

cannot stabilize the plasma motion with the decay index around or below

-n,« This means that the region of the decay index where control can be

maintained is determined by the passive stabilization (ng) even with

active feedback control. If the feedback control loop has a differential

control to the vertical position, then this will be improved. It is diffi-

cult to model the plasma movement exactly during the oscillations since

the plasma motion is complex involving changes in the plasma cross

section and equilibrium field. However, these experimental results on

the critical condition for stability have been explained by a simple

calculation using a linear model for rigid plasma motion.
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active feedback control. 

百1egrowth rate of the vertica1 instabi1ity was a1so measured with 

. ac ti VQ feedb・ckon ・ndwith increased the qu・drupolefieldstrength 

，decrea.ing th. V・lUIof n). When the elongation i8 incrc480d graduBlly 

during the di8charge. the pla.ma beco闘・ un・tablein vertical p08ition， 

al .een in Fig.16. 宮市 opencIl les in Fig.28・howthe growth rates and 

the valu~s of the decay index obtained at the ti田 whenthe vertical 

pooition fin・11y回 v'sdownward after the 0・cillation. The value of the 

growth rate meaaured首.iththe active feedback control doe目 notshow a a1gn1f-

lcant dlfference from the max1mum value .of the gro冒thrate meaaured wlthout 

act1ve feedback control. The controllable growth rate. are l1m1ted by 

the relponle ti田 of the pロ田r.upply (about 4 mlec) ， 叫¥ichil shown by an 

arrow 1n F1g・28. The va1ue圃 ofthe decay 1ndex me..ured w1th act1ve fced-

back control are very clo・eto tha阻1n1m咽 va1ue(・n.)def1ned by pa..1ve 

stabilization. The experi田 ntalrelultl .hown in Fig.28 indicate that 

active feedback control・tabilize・thepOlitional inltability of the 

pla.ma with the decay index above -ns compl由tely，but feedback control 

cannot Itabilize the p1a.回目tion冒iththe decay index around or be1開

噌.' l'b.il田 anlthat the region of the decay index where control can be 

回 intainedi. determined by the pa.aive .tabilization (na' even with 

active f日品ackcontrol. If the feedback control loop has a differential 

control to the vertical position， then thi. will be improved. lt is diffi-

cult to model the plasmB movement exact1y during the osci11ations since 

the pl“国lIIOtionis c口町lexinvolving changes in the plasmB cross 

section and equilibriu・field. Ho時 ver.these experi田 ntalresu1ts on 

the critical condition for atability bave been explained by a simp1e 

calculation using a linear lIIOdel for rigid plasma 聞はion.
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U.2 Quantitative Comparison of Experiment and Theory

In this section, the model utilizes a linear perturbation treatment

[ 12] of the plaima equilibrium, which includes the cffecti of a vacuum

region between the plasma and the vacuum chamber, it includes the

effects of currents in the resistive vacuum vessel as well as the

effects of perturbations of the currents in the surrounding F-coils.

The relationship between the currents and voltages in these F-coils is

governed by the complicated external circuitry; here, a simplifying

assumption is made gbout this relationship. The degree of agreement

between observed and calculated growth rates suggests that the model is

adequate.

One consider plasma equilibria where the flux function l|»0 Is given

by

A \ - -uorje = -uor(rp' +Ifl> - uorjFo (22)

where ^ . 0 - I f + 0 . <„,

The prime ' denotes differentiation with respect to vf<Q. p and f are

functions of <l>a only and j_g is the current density of the F-coils.

The boundary condition for Eq.(22) is that the flux vanishes at the

toroidal axis and at infinity. The equilibria studied here were

found by matching the functions p and f to experimental data using the

equilibrium code GAQ [ 15].

The relationship between the perturbation of the flux function,

denoted if)j and the perturbed current of the plasma j_, the vacuum vessel

current j w > and the perturbed F-coil current j F was given [12] as,

**#! " "TV <Jp + Jw + V (24)
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found by matching the functions p and f to experimental data using the 

equilibrium code GAQ [15J. 

The relationship between the perturbation of the flux function. 

denoted 1/11 and the perturbed current of the plasma jp. the vacuum vessel 

current jw' and the perturbed F-coil current jF was given [121 as. 

計ψ1--llor (jp + jw + jF) (24) 
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where

j p • rp"

rn0 r r

and

Ho - is the plasma resistivity

ft - is a growth rate with which the perturbations of the fluxes

and currents are assumed to grow

n - is the resistivity of the vacuum vessel

K - is a weight function which is unity at the vacuum vessel,

and vanishes elsewhere

< > - denotes a flux functions average over the equilibrium

flux [12]

With these expressions for the currents, Eq.(24) becomes homogeneous

in ip1 and, in general has non-trivial solutions only for special values of

ft. If the largest of these special values of ft, Y_AI , is positive then

the system is unstable with grow rate Yc<r; if Y C A L is negative the system

is stable.

The relationship between <c1 and the perturbed current of the F-coils

jp is determined by the model of the external control circuit. Since the

experimental circuit is complicated, and since the details of the circuit

are largely unknown we have chosen models which span a large range of

possible circuits. The perturbed flux \p1 is required to vanish at the

toroidal axis, and at infinity. However, we are free to choose its

behavior, averaged over the winding area of the F-coils, and consider

- 3 4 -
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叫1ere

and 

‘・1， • (ff')' 中L~1 ・1
jp・rp" [W

1 
-< rW1 >< r.. -] +τ戸一[1J!1-<~・Mf l 

j .2盟主 K
w lJonw 

Q ψ、 1 ・1
曲目ーー〈田ニ><ー>

rno r r 

no ・ isthe plasma resistivity 

(25) 

(26) 

n -is a growth rate with叫1ichthe perturbations of the fluxes 

and currents are assumed to grow 

nw -is the resistivity of the vacuum vessel 

K -is a weight function which is unity 4t the V4cuum vcsscl， 

and vaniahea elsewhel'e 

< > -denotfls a flux functions average over the equi1 ibrium 

flux (12) 

With these expressions for the currents， Eq.(24) beco田 shomogeneous 

in W1 and. in general has non-trivial solutions only for special values of 

n. If the largest of these special values of n， Y
CAL

' 1s pos1t1ve then 

the system is unstable with grow rate Y
CAL

' 1f Y
CAL 

1s negat1ve the system 

18 8table. 

百1erelationship between ~l and the perturbed current of the F-coils 

jF is determined by the model of the external control circuit. Since the 

experimental circuit is complicated， and since the details of the circuit 

are largely unkno官nwe have chosen models which span a large range of 

possible circuits. The perturbed flux 1J!1 is required to vanish at the 

toroidal axis， and at infinity. However， we are free to choose its 

behavior， averaged over the winding area of the F-coils， and consider 
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three cases corresponding to different models of the external control

circuit.

For Case A, it was assumed that the average flux of each F-coil was

held constant; this was the most stable case considered. For Case B,

the currents of the F-coils were held constant; this was the most

unstable model considered. For Case C, we have, chosen a more realistic

model for the external control circuit; this case has stability properties

between those of Case A and Case B. Figure 29 shows a schematic of the

circuit of Case C; the inductor Lgjr reflects the presence of such an

inductor (16 mH) in the experimental setup. The "stray" inductor L in

series with each F-coil is chosen to represent the unknown elements of

the real circuits and its value was chosen such that the calculated

growth rates reasonably fit the experimentally observed ones.

The problem is solved computationally as an eigenvalue problem as

described in a previous paper [25]. The eigenvalue is a function of ft

and the largest value, YCAI» for which the eigenvalue vanishes, is

the growth rate. For the vertical instability discussed here,

the limit in which the plasma resistivity vanishes is appropriate.

The numerical code used for this calculation is a modified version of

the one used for the stability analysis of doublet-shaped plasmas [26].

Figure 30 shows a typical contour plot of an eigenfunction of the most

unstable mode for an example with the Case A boundary condition.

One sees that this mode basically represents a vertical displacement

of the plasma.

Figure 31 shows the relationship between the experimentally observed

growth rates of the vertical instability, Ygyp, and those calculated,

YCAL' £ o r C a s e s A» B a n d c- F o r C a s e A> t h e m o s t stable model, one

sees that all calculated growth rates are smaller than the observed ones,
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YCAL' for Cases A， B and C. For Case A， the most stable model. one 

sees that all calculated growth rates are smaller than the observed ones， 
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while for Case B, the most unstable model, the calculated growth rates

are larger than the observed ones. For Case C, the value of the "stray"

inductor L was chosen to be 12 mH, and one sees a reasonable agreement

between observed wad calculated growth rates for this case.

The decrease of stability due to the "stray" inductors is significant.

One may find that this decrease is comparable to that caused by moving

F-coils with fixed fluxes 10 cm away from the plasma.

The adequacy of the model and the choice of the "stray" inductor

value for Case C is further supported by Fig.32. This figure illustrates

the flux changes associated with the instability for each F-coil for one

experiment. It can be seen that the experimentally observed flux changes

are in reasonable agreement with those calculated under Case C and that

they fall in-between those calculated under Cases A and B. It is

therefore believed that the linear model usad here adequately

describes the phenomena involved in the positional instability.

- 3 6 -
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CALCULATED GROWTH RATE
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Fig. 18 Calculated growth rate of vertical instability
with parameters of u8> xg, and tQ.
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Fig. 31 Comparison of M M axparlaancally obtarvad growth nt«i, YEXPi •nd

Choi* ealculatad, YCAL> undar th« assumptions of Caaas A, B and C.

-t.1 •

Fig. 32 Normalized perturbed fluxe* obtained froa experlacnCs and

calculations for «ach flux loop.
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5. SUMMARY

a) Stable plasmas with elongations over the entire range from 1.0 to

1.6 (aspect ratio a 3.4) are produced in the upper half of Doublet

EC with passive and active control. The maximum value 1.8 lies

well above elongations obtained in other experiments. This is due

to the fact that the field-shaping coils, which are connected in

parallel, are located close to the plasma surface. They play a

large part in stabilizing positional instability.

b) Active feedback control fails to stabilize the positional instability

of plasmas with elongations of more than 1.8. The upper limit of

the elongation is determined by the strength of the passive stabili-

zation effect (n ) even with activa feedback control. The unstable

plasma oscillates in the vertical direction, and simultaneous changes

occur in the plasma shape and elongation.

c) A dee-shaped plasma with a larger triangular deformation la more

positionally stable than a plasma with a smaller triangular deformation

because the triangular deformation of the cross-section tends to

reduce the valut of the decay index relative to that required for an

ellipse of the same elongation.

d) The broad profile of the plasma current is beneficial in reducing

the vertical instability of an elongated plasma.

e) The maximum elongation is decreased from ~1.8 to -1.25 as the plasma

minor radius is reduced from ~41 cm to ~33 cm. A low aspect ratio

is beneficial for increasing the elongation and reducing vertical

instability.
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5. SU!t仏RY

a) Stable plasm&s with elongation. ove~ the entire range from 1.0 to 

1.8 (a・pectr.tio圃 3.4).r・producedin the upper h.lf of Doublct 

m with p..・ive.nd .ctive control. The maxi凹 mva1ue 1.8 lies 

同 11.bove elons.tionl obtained in other experiment8. Thi. 18 due 

to the fact that the field-.h.pina coil・.which are connected in 

parallel. are located clo.e to the plas回・urface. They play a 

large part in stabilizing positional inatability. 

b) Act1ve feedback control fa11s to 8tab111ze the poait10nal 10stab111ty 

of plasm&s w1th elongat1Qns of回目 than1.8. The upper limit of 

the elongation 18 determlned by the .trength of the p.・畠1ve・t.b111・
zat100 effect (0.> even叫 th.ct1ve feedb.ck cont~ol. 百鳩曲目.bl・
pl..回 0・c111.tea1n the v・rt1c.ld1rect10n. and ・1111ultaneou・ch.naea

occur 1n the pl.ama ah・p・and・lona.Uon.
ロ)A dee-sh岬 edpl“m& with • l.raer tr1angul.r defor回 Uon1a回目

poaitionally .t.ble than • pl“幽 with.・圃l1ertr1.ngular deformat10n 

becau.e the triangular deformation of the croaa-.ection tenda to 

reduce th'e val:.o包 cfthe decay index relative to that required for an 

ellipse of the sa皿e1ongation.

d) The broad profile of the plasm8 current is beneficial in reducing 

the vertical instability of an elongated plasma. 

e) The回 ximu皿 elongationi8 decrea8ed from -1.8 to -1.25 as the plas国

minor radius is reduced from -41 cm to・33cm. A low aspect ratio 

i8 beneficial for increasing the elongation and reducing vertical 

in8tability. 
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£) Experimentally measured growth rates of vertical instability are

in reasonable agreement with the calculated values from a numerical

coda baaed on a linear perturbation theory so that the essential

phenomena involved in the vertical stability experiment are

adequately described by tha theory.

- 4 6 -
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。Experi国 ntallymeasu~ed gr四 thrates of vertical instability are 

in realonable agree臨 nt.with the calculated values from a numcrical 

coda b..ed on 11 linear perturbation theory 10 that th.' cssential 

ph・no回 nainvolv，・din the vert1cal atab111ty exver1田 ntare 

adeq岨 telyd・・cribedby thl thlory. 
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